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Pioneers of Stephenville Crossing: The Family of
Henri and Elizabeth (Chego/Shegone) L’Official

In the early 1780s, the family of Henri and Elizabeth (Chego/Shegone) L’Official
arrived in Bay St. George’s inner bay along with their two young daughters, Anne and Marie.
Henri and Elizabeth had married in the early 1770s. Elizabeth was also called Isabelle, which
was a common variant for her name during this period. Henri was of French and Abenaki
descent and Elizabeth was of Mi’kmaq descent. They were the first settlers near the mouth
of St. George’s River, in Bay St. George’s inner bay. The community they founded is now
known as the Town of Stephenville Crossing.
Part of the town sits on what has long been referred to in eastern Canada as a barachois.
This consists of a long bar at the mouth of a river composed of beach rocks, soil and
sometimes sand, along with patches of grass. The water inside the bar is partly sheltered from
the open sea. There are several smaller barachois in Bay St. George, but the one where the
L’Officials settled was the largest, so early French-speaking visitors to the area referred to it
as the Grand Barachois. By contrast, the nearby community now known as Barachois Brook
was for many years called Little Barachois because of the small barachois there at the mouth
of the brook. By the early 1800s, the name Grand Barachois was rarely heard and the
community now known as Stephenville Crossing was mostly referred to as the Main Gut. As
a geographical term, the English word gut refers to a deep, narrow channel, through which
river water passes as it reaches the sea.
There was also a period in the early 1800s when the Main Gut area was called Le Belier.
Belier is a French word for ram, which is a reference to the battering ram force of the water
at the river’s mouth. Drier parts of the flat and fertile floodplain in the vicinity of the Main
Gut provided early settlers with good farmland and pasture for their livestock. By the late
1800s, this area of fertile soil and wetland, was often referred to as The Prairie. In the late
1800s, part of this area where an old settler barn once stood, was briefly known as La Grange
(The Barn). Occasionally, the low-lying area where the town has grown up has been subject
to flooding by the sea during storms. During a particularly severe storm in December 1951
most of the Town of Stephenville Crossing was briefly flooded.
For a brief period in the late 1800s, the community’s name of Main Gut was often
replaced by the name Main River. This term also included a small community on the opposite
side of the river. After the railway went through in 1897, the two communities were referred
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to separately as Stephenville Crossing and Mattis Point.
In 1821, Viscount François-Marie Cornette de Venancourt stopped off briefly in Bay
St. George’s inner bay. He was the Commander of the corvette, Diane, and Commander of
the French naval station in Newfoundland. In a written report, he commented on the rapid
increase of the settler population of the area. He noted that forty years ago (in 1781) there
had only been one family (the L’Officials) at Grand Barachois, and one family at St. George’s
Harbour (the Dennis family at Barachois Brook). From those two families he noted there
were now eighteen families. There were five at Grand Barachois and thirteen at St. George’s
Harbour, which by now included the families at Barachois Brook and Sandy Point. Cornette
de Venancourt gave the population of the inner bay as 119 in 1821. However, his tally did
not include the Mi’kmaq and Innu settlers at Seal Rocks in St. George’s Harbour.
The writings of Monsignor Thomas Sears also offer a close approximation of the actual
year that the L’Official family arrived in the area. In his Report of the Missions, Prefecture
Apostolic Western Newfoundland (1877), he referred back to an earlier report of his, from
1875, regarding the origins and progress of Catholicity in his district. In 1875 he had stated
that Catholicity among the local settler population had originated with:
…one French Canadian family some ninety years ago; how notwithstanding their having
been left without the administration of religion, save on rare cases, they adhered to the
faith of their forefathers…

Monsignor Sears’ discussion of the first Roman Catholic settler family having been
French Canadian was a reference to the L’Official family. Although she had lived in Quebec
and spoke French, Henri’s wife, Elizabeth, was actually of Mi’kmaq descent and had been
born in the Maritimes. Her husband and children did, however, have French Canadian or
European ancestry, along with their indigenous background. Henri was of French and
indigenous descent. His indigenous ancestry came from his great-grandmother, Paule Marie
Ouripehenemick, who was referred to in records as being an Abenaki.
Monsignor Sears’ statement dates the couple’s arrival time as being in about the mid1780s. During the time Monsignor Sears lived in the area, there were already many
descendants of Henri and Elizabeth L’Official on Newfoundland’s lower west coast.
There were few church records for the area before the arrival, in 1850, of Father Alexis
Belanger, who was from Quebec. He was the area’s first resident Catholic priest. Monsignor
Sears gained much of his information on the early settlers from local oral tradition passed on
by pioneer descendants.
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In his book, Pioneer History of St. George’s Diocese, which he completed shortly before
his death, at age 49, on May 07, 1943, Reverend Michael Brosnan described the early growth
of the Catholic population of Bay St. George prior to the 19th century:
About the first part or middle of the last century one Henri L'Official, a Frenchman, arrived
in Quebec. After a short sojourn in that province he became acquainted with a young
French-Canadian whose Christian name was Nanette. This young lady he subsequently
married, and shortly after, for some reason or other which I cannot understand, sailed down
the St. Lawrence in a small craft of his own, taking with him his wife. Making for the Straits
of Belle Isle he met with adverse weather and was wrecked and driven ashore some miles
north of Bay St. George. At this point he managed to spend the winter somehow and the
summer following made his way to Sandy Point, the chief settlement of this same Bay. He
settled there among a few Jersey families that were already in possession of the place. Of
his union with Nannette there were two daughters and one son. The career of the latter is
lost but of the daughters it is known that one married in Cape Breton, the other formed an
alliance with a Frenchman born on the passage from France. This man’s name was Benoit.
From this union sprang a long lineage.

During his research while writing his history of the local church, Father Brosnan
gathered a wealth of information based upon local oral tradition. He began gathering some
of the information for his book from stories passed on by local people during the 1920s and
1930s - already a century and a half after the L’Officials arrived at the Main Gut (mouth of
St. George’s River). His research on the history of the area also drew upon the local records
of the Catholic Church. However, regular church records were not kept until the arrival in
1850 of Father Alexis Belanger, the first resident priest.
Based on oral information he obtained locally, Father Brosnan suggested that the family
had made their way to Sandy Point, the chief settlement of the Bay, and settled among a few
Jersey families already in possession of the place. This statement is inaccurate as Sandy Point
was still uninhabited until about 1791 when the newly married couple, Philippe and Susan
(Dennis) Messervey settled there. While there is ample oral and written evidence to suggest
that the Messerveys were the first settlers of Sandy Point, there are no other historical
references to suggest that the L’Officials, or any of their children ever lived on Sandy Point.
The first settlers of French or French-Mi’kmaq descent began arriving on Sandy Point in the
mid-1820s. Initially, most of these arrived from Cape Breton. In 1822, the explorer, William
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Epps Cormack, visited Sandy Point and recorded that the entire population continued to be
of English and Jersey Island descent.
During the late 1700s, the L’Official family did, however, live just a few kilometres
away from the Dennis family at Little Barachois Brook and the Messervey family at Sandy
Point. These two families were of mixed English and Jersey Island ancestry and were the
only settlers of solely European descent in the inner bay during this period.
Catholic Church records of St. Pierre-Miquelon and Quebec, pertaining to the
L’Official family, refer to marriages or births that took place in Bay St. George, but Sandy
Point is never mentioned. Monsignor Sear’s 1875 report, along with Cornette de
Venancourt’s 1821 report, point to their arrival date as the early to mid-1780s. Father
Brosnan was not able to offer an approximate arrival date, for the L’Official family.
Father Brosnan also suggested that the L’Official family arrived in the area sometime
shortly after their marriage. The couple had married in about 1770 but did not actually arrive
in Bay St. George until after the birth of their two oldest children, Anne and Marie.
Commander Thomas White’s 1808 Census gave the birthplace of Georges L’Official, the
third and youngest of the L’Official children, as being in Bay St. George.
Reverend Brosnan used the name Nanette as the name of Henri L’Official’s wife,
Elizabeth. However, Nanette is a common French variant of the name Anne, which was
actually Elizabeth’s daughter. Inaccuracies in Father Brosnan’s writings are due to the fact
that some of the information he received had been passed along orally for several generations.
Another error passed on through some branches of local oral tradition was that there
was a fourth L’Official child named Annette. However, there are no written church, civil,
naval or census records from the period to support the existence of a fourth L’Official child.
Annette is simply a childhood name for a person named Anne. With French-speaking settlers
of eastern Canada, little girls named Anne were usually called Annette, meaning Little Anne.
When they grew up, they were then called Anne or Nanette. The L’Official daughter named
Anne married François Benoit in 1790.
Reverend Brosnan referred to Henri as being from France. However, Henri was actually
born in New France, which is now known as Quebec. It was his father, Raymond L’Official,
who had moved to Quebec from France. Various records, including records of the Roman
Catholic Church for New France, provide a wealth of information on the early ancestry of
Henri L’Official (the husband of Elizabeth Shegone/Chego), whose middle name was
Raymond. This includes his indigenous ancestry and the origins of some of his family who
arrived from France during the 1600s and early 1700s. Much of this information can be
accessed in the volumes, Dictionnaire généalogique des familles canadiennes (Tanguay
Collection - 1608 to 1890), and the Quebec, Vital and Church Records of the Drouin
Collection, 1621-1967.
Raymond L’Official was born in 1704, at Figeac in the south of France. His parents
were Pierre and Louise (Barriere) L’Official. In about 1725, Raymond moved to New France.
He married Marie Louise Garnier on June 23, 1732. Their son, Henri Raymond L’Official,
was baptized at Quebec on September 10, 1732.
The register of Notre-Dame de Québec, the oldest church in Canada, contains the record
of the marriage of Henri’s parents by Father Boullard, which offers some interesting
background information for both parents.
On the twenty-third of June, one thousand seven hundred thirty-two, after the
publication of one bann made in the pulpit, announcements and the dispensation granted
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by His Lordship the Bishop of Samos, coadjutor of Quebec, having uncovered no
impediments to the marriage of Raymond L’Official, son of the deceased Pierre
L’Official and Louise Barrière, of the Parish of Figeac, in the Diocese of Cahors, of the
one part, and Marie-Louise Garnier, daughter of Jean Garnier and Marie-Agnès Léonard
Durbois, formerly of the Parish of St. Augustin, near Quebec, of the other part, both
residing in this parish, I, the undersigned pastor of Quebec, after having received their
mutual consent, have married them according to the rites of the Holy Church, in the
presence of Henry-Albert De St Vincent, Charles-Denis Duplessis, Florent Michau, and
Pierre Gervais Voyer, undersigned, the bride being unable to sign having made a pen
trace in the form of a cross.

Of note are the two dignitaries present at the ceremony: Henri-Albert De Saint Vincent
(Baron de Narcy) and Charles-Denis Duplessis (Lord of Morampont). Florent Michau who
was also present at the wedding, came to Quebec City from France in 1725. He was employed
as a wigmaker. Pierre Gervais Voyer worked as a master baker in Quebec City. Father
Boullard, who officiated at the marriage ceremony, died the following year on September
28, 1733. He was buried the next day in the crypt of Notre-Dame de Québec.
Raymond L’Official died about three years after marrying Marie-Louise. On January
07, 1738, his widow, Marie-Louise, married a 22-year-old soldier from France named
Martial Valet-Beausejour. Marie-Louise died in Quebec City on November 23, 1760. A child
from this couple (half-sister to Henry L’Official), was Marie-Catherine Valet (born October
08, 1737). A second child, Louis Marital Valet, was born on August 20, 1739.
The family of Henri L’Official’s mother, Marie-Louise Grenier, was rooted in the early
settlement of New France. A grandmother of Marie-Louise was an Abenaki from Sillery,
near Quebec City.
Marie-Louise Grenier was born on December 16, 1709, in Neuville, near Quebec City.
Her father, Jean Grenier, was also born there on December 18, 1673. He was the son of Jean
Garnier/Grenier (born 1635) and Madeleine LeGuay (born December 07, 1636) who married
at Quebec City on November 06, 1668.
Marie-Louise Grenier’s mother, Agnes Lienard, was born in 1684. Agnes’ father was
Jean François Lienard dit Durbois who was born on August 28, 1657, in Sillery, Quebec.
Jean François married Agnes’ mother, Paule-Marie Ouripehenemick, at Sillery, Quebec in
1680. Paule-Marie Ouripehenemick was referred to in records as an Abenaki (also sometimes
called Wabanquiquois). She died while her daughter, Agnes (Henri L’Official’s
grandmother), was a child. On January 12, 1698, Agnes’ father, Jean François, remarried to
Marie Madeleine Richard.
While it cannot be said with certainty where Paule-Marie Ouripehenemick’s family was
from, her connection to Sillery, Quebec suggests that her family came from the Kennebec
River area of Maine. Their traditional lands bordered on that of the Mi’kmaq and there are
similarities between their languages. The two languages belong to the Eastern Algonquian
language group. Father Gabriel Druillettes, of the Jesuit mission at Sillery, near Québec City,
went to the Kennebec River area of Maine in 1646, after being invited there by converted
Abenakis who had been visiting the Mission at Sillery, Quebec. During his eleven years of
visiting the Kennebec area, many of the Abenaki there were converted to Christianity. The
Jesuits actively encouraged Abenaki converts from Maine to settle near the mission at Sillery,
Quebec. Most of this group moved on to Saint Francois-du-Lac on the south shore of the St.
Lawrence River, about 32 km. east of Sorel, Quebec. This is presently the site of the 607
hectare, Abenaki Reserve called Odanak.
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A church record from the island of St. Pierre shows the name of Henri L’Official’s wife
as Isabelle Chego. Church records from Quebec City show her name as Elizabeth Shegone,
Isabelle is a variant of the name Elizabeth. Chego is pronounced similarly to Shegone. As
she was unable to spell or write her own name, and the name Chego appears to have been
unknown in Quebec, the French-speaking priest there likely used his own judgement in
deciding how the Mi’kmaq surname should be spelled.
The St. Pierre entry that included the name, Isabelle Chego, was made on August 04,
1791, at the time of the revalidation of the marriage of her daughter, Anne L’Official, to
François Benoit.
Quebec City entries into the church records, using the spelling Shegone, occurred in
1799, at the time of the revalidation of the marriage of Elizabeth’s other daughter, Marie
L’Official, to Jean-Charles Rene Camus, along with baptisms of some of the Benoit and
Camus children. Marie and Jean-Charles had first been married by a lay minister in Bay St.
George, on September 23, 1792.
The surname Shegone does not appear in any known church or civil records of early
New France or Acadia, in either the European or indigenous populations. On the other hand,
the Mi’kmaq surname Chego, and variations of that surname, would have been found in the
Acadia (Maritimes) region, including the Gaspe Bay Peninsula area, that separated New
France from Acadia. There were very few priests in early Acadia, and their visits to isolated
parts of the region only occurred every few years. The Mi’kmaq were devout Catholics, and
nomadic Mi’kmaq families from the Maritimes sometimes travelled to more populated areas,
such as Quebec City and Montreal to seek out the services of a priest.
During this period, Mi’kmaq hunters and trappers from the Maritimes often spent part
of the year in Newfoundland. These families sometimes travelled to St. Pierre-Miquelon to
trade fish and furs and seek out the services of a priest.
The French surname, Sigogne, is phonetically similar to Chego and Shegone. Sigogne
first appeared in early Acadia in 1610 - soon after the arrival of the first French colonists.
The records of the Jesuit Missionaries at Port Royal, Nova Scotia are contained in The Jesuit
Relations and Allied Documents: Travels and Explorations of the Jesuit Missionaries in New
France, 1610-1613, Volume I. The records for the year 1610 include the baptisms on June
10th of Mi’kmaw members of the great Saqamaw Membertou’s family. The conversion of
the Saqamaw and his family soon led to the adoption of Christianity by the entire Mi’kmaq
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population of the region. One of the two wives of Louis (Membertoucoichis), the Saqamaw’s
oldest son, adopted the French name Sigogne at the time of her baptism. The entry indicates
that at the time of her baptism she chose to be known as Madame De Sigogne. Over time, the
name Sigogne may have evolved into Chego and other similar Mi’kmaq surnames.
Many French names adopted by the Mi’kmaq were altered over time. Often this
occurred because some letters and sounds of the French language were not present in the
Mi’kmaq language. Mi’kmaq baptismal records for Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia (formerly
Port Royal) from 1702 to 1755, show entries for the surnames Chegneau, Chegare, and
Chigaut. Like Chego, and the similar Mi’kmaq surname Cheyo, these may also be variations
derived from the name Sigogne. In church records, many variations in the spelling of
Mi’kmaq names occurred because French-speaking priests applied their own interpretations
as to how Mi’kmaq surnames might be spelled.
Abbe Charles-François Bailly de Messein was born near Montreal on November 04,
1740. He was assigned to the Maritimes (formerly part of Acadia) as a resident priest from
1768 to 1773. During this period, his main residence was in Halifax and most of his
missionary travels were throughout Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The region had been
without the services of a resident Catholic priest for several years. Following a request by
the local Mi’kmaq, British authorities had requested that the Bishop of Quebec locate a
suitable priest.
As a Catholic Missionary, Abbe Bailly de Messein travelled extensively throughout
the Maritimes during his five years stationed in the region. The records contained in Registre
de l'Abbé Charles-François Bailly, 1768 à 1773 (Caraquet) show that in 1770 he baptized
Marie Jeanne Chego (born November 1769), the daughter of Paul and Marie Chego. The
Chego family is entered in the records as being Mi’kmaq. An earlier 1769 entry in the
baptismal records is for a daughter of Paul and Marie Chego named Elizabeth. Her age at
baptism was not given. She was baptized at Chezzetcook near Halifax. This event occurred
soon after Father Bailly de Messein began his missionary work in the Maritime region. When
Paul Chego’s name first appeared in Abbe Bailly de Messein’s records in 1768, as the
Godfather of a Mi’kmaq child named Thomas Rancout, the spelling Chago was used.
Entries in the Registre de l'Abbé Charles-François Bailly, 1768 à 1773 (Caraquet) have
proved to be an invaluable resource in tracing Mi’kmaq and Acadian ancestry. There is a
strong possibility that Paul and Marie Chego are the parents of Henri L’Official’s Mi’kmaw
wife, Elizabeth, who married in the early 1770s. Elizabeth was likely born in the 1750s.
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It is not known where Henri met Elizabeth. Being a Mi’kmaw, she would have
belonged to a Mi’kmaq family of the Maritimes (formerly Acadia), or the Gaspe area of
Quebec. During this period, the Mi’kmaq were a nomadic hunter and gatherer people. It was
common for groups to move seasonally from one part of the Maritimes to another. Until
groups of Mi’kmaq began settling in Newfoundland permanently in the early 1780s, they
had also included that region in their seasonal travels for centuries.
Father Brosnan had been told that upon leaving Quebec the L’Official family had
travelled down the St. Lawrence River in their small craft and made for the Strait of Belle
Isle, which is near the Quebec North Shore area. The narrow strait separates Newfoundland
from Labrador. Meeting with rough seas they were driven south and came ashore just north
of Bay St. George. They spent the winter there until they could make their way to Bay St.
George the next spring.
They would have encountered a large number of French fishermen heading north during
the early spring and would likely been given directions to the large Mi’kmaq encampment in
Bay St. George on Newfoundland’s lower west coast. Some of these Mi’kmaq may have
been relatives of Elizabeth. Although they may indeed have originally intended on settling
in the Strait of Belle Isle area, it is also entirely possible that the L’Officials left Quebec with
the full intention of settling near the Mi’kmaq settlers who had recently settled in Bay St.
George.
Father Brosnan stated that he did not have a clear understanding as to why the
L’Official’s left Quebec and then headed up towards the Strait of Belle Isle. However, if
Henri and Elizabeth, and their two young daughters, were travelling in a small open vessel,
with a single sail and a pair of oars, such as a French shallop, it would have been wiser to
skirt the Quebec North Shore. They could then cross over to Newfoundland in the narrow
strait of Belle Isle, where the Island is clearly visible. The Strait was also an important cod
and salmon fishing area for migratory French fishermen. Henri was a cooper or barrel maker
by trade. The fishery made extensive use of barrels for the storage of cured salmon, salt, and
bait such as herring. Henri may even have intended to set up shop in the Strait of Belle Isle
as the area was a major hub of the fishery. Henri could have made a good living there either
as a fisherman or a barrel maker.
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In 1797, when Captain Ambrose Crofton of the British naval vessel Pluto visited St.
George’s Harbour, he reported that there were two English settler families there. One of these
was the Dennis family at Little Barachois (now Barachois Brook) and the Messervey family
on nearby Sandy Point. The two families were actually of mixed English and Channel Island
descent. As Protestant subjects of the English monarch, Channel Islanders were also referred
to as being English. Crofton reported they were living near the Mi’kmaq at St. George’s
Harbour and that the Mi’kmaq had always gotten along well with the English settlers.
Crofton had entered the harbour under orders to investigate the Mi’kmaq encampment
at St. George’s Harbour. He did not visit or mention the European settlers in the outer bay,
nor did he mention the families a short distance away from St. Georges Harbour at Grand
Barachois/Main Gut.
Henri and Elizabeth L’Official were both still alive at that time, as was their son
Georges, and the families of their two married daughters. All were living at the Main Gut. If
he was aware of their presence, Crofton may have associated them with the nearby Mi’kmaq
group at St. George’s Harbour. Often, one or two Mi’kmaq families from St. George’s
Harbour fished for salmon at the Main Gut during the summer months.
In 1948, researcher Thomas W. LeBlanc/White of St. George’s, noted that according
to local oral tradition Henri L’Official had lived at what later came to be known as The Prairie
(now Stephenville Crossing) and had operated a cooperage or barrel making facility there.
During the warm months of the year Henri earned his living from the salmon and cod fishery
and the sale of barrels from his small cooperage. During the winter, he devoted much of his
time to trapping and making barrels for use in the fishery.
Harry’s River flows into the north side of St. George’s River near its mouth. This is
near the location where the L’Official family lived. This river is a tributary of the larger St.
George’s River. Henri L’Official was referred to by British settlers of the area as Harry,
which is a variant of the English name Henry. Harry’s River was named after Henri
L’Official in the late 1700s.
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Recently, some local people have suggested that Harry’s River was named after a
Henry Benoit who lived in the area. However, the earliest Henry Benoit to live in the area
was a great-grandson of Henri L’Official. There is evidence to suggest that Harry’s River
was known by that name as far back as the late 1700s when Henri L’Official lived nearby
and fished for salmon on the river. This would far predate the birth of his great-grandson,
Henry Benoit. There is no known, earlier name for the river, prior to it being called Harry’s
River.
The banks of Harry’s River near Stephenville Crossing were once carpeted with
considerable stands of timber. By the 1840s, the area was attracting fishermen from as far
away as the Port au Port Peninsula during the late fall and winter months. They came there
to cut wood to be used in boat building and barrel making. As a barrel maker by trade, the
availability of suitable timber was probably another incentive for Henri to have chosen to
settle at the Main Gut.
As we have seen with the oral history of the L’Official family recorded by Father
Brosnan in the 1930s and early 1940s, the continued re-telling of a story tends to result in
facts becoming altered, while often retaining some grains of the actual truth.
A granddaughter of Henri and Elizabeth L’Official named Adelaide was born at the
Main Gut in about 1802. She the daughter of François/Francis Benoit and Anne L’Official.
Adelaide was first married to an Englishman named James Hoar. He registered a 32 ton
shallop named Speedy in 1822, at which time he was residing in Bay St. George. James died
in about the early 1830s.
Adelaide remarried in about 1837 to William Moat from Cape Breton who had moved
to Bay St. George in the mid-1830s. Adelaide and William lived at Bank Head (St. TeresaJournois). After William died, Adelaide lived for a few years at Fishel’s Brook with her
daughter, Marcelline’s family. Marcelline was the wife of Tom Burchell.
Adelaide died at Sandy Point on March 06, 1892. The death record mistakenly recorded
her father’s name as being Henri Benoit. Although it is possible that her father, François
Benoit’s middle name was Henri, there are no other records to suggest he was ever called by
that name. It is more likely that the priest was given the wrong information by descendants
or family friends. They may have been aware that an ancestor named Henri had once lived
at the Main Gut, and over the years the name of Adelaide’s father had become mixed up with
her grandfather’s name. By this time, Henri L’Official had been deceased for about 90 years
and François Benoit had been deceased for about 50 years.
Fishel’s/Fischell’s Brook is located in the outer bay, about 22 kilometres from the Main
Gut, which is located in the inner bay. According to local oral tradition, Fishel was an English
pronunciation of L’Official and the brook was named after Henri. Early French-speaking
settlers from the inner bay, such as the L’Official family, sometimes brought their families
there to live in summer fishing camps. The area had plentiful salmon and cod stocks. In the
early spring, migratory French fishermen from St. Pierre and France, passed by there while
heading north along the west coast. It was an ideal spot for a cooper to sell his products in
the spring. Migratory fishermen also bought herring there for bait in the cod fishery. While
much of the cod was dried and salted, salmon and herring fishermen stored their cured catch
in barrels.
The community of Fischell’s grew up near the brook. It received its first permanent
settlers in about 1867. Presently, the community is once again resided in only during the
summer months. Some of the other early French-speaking families of the inner bay who
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sometimes stayed in fishing camps at Fishel’s/Fischell’s Brook and nearby Heatherton,
during the warm months, included the surnames: Cormier, LeJeune/Young, Mote, King,
Barry, and Medore/Madore.
The children of Henri Raymond and Elizabeth (Chego/Shegone) L’Official included:
Anne L’Official, Marie L’Official, and Georges L’Official. The two daughters were both
born before their arrival in Newfoundland and were in their teens when they married. Anne
married on July 20, 1790 and Marie married soon after on September 23, 1792. Their brother,
Georges, the youngest family member, first appears in written records as being at the August
04, 1791 revalidation of Anne’s wedding vows at St. Pierre. Georges was born soon after the
family’s arrival in Bay St. George in about the early 1780s.
Records of the Roman Catholic Church for St. Pierre include information that François
Benoit and Anne L’Official were married by a lay minister in Bay St. George on July 20,
1790, and that François arrived in the Bay seven months prior to his marriage (in December
1789). François Benoit had been living on St. Pierre prior to settling at the Main Gut. As
François and Anne’s 1790 marriage ceremony in Bay St. George was performed by a lay
minister, the laws of the church dictated that they revalidate their marriage before a priest at
the earliest possible occasion.
François and Anne revalidated their marriage at St. Pierre on July 04, 1791, just five
days after the July 30th baptism there of their daughter, Anne Françoise Benoit. She was born
in Bay St. George on May 07, 1791. The official at these ceremonies was Father Jean
Longueville.
The St. Pierre church register also includes the names of the following people at the
marriage: Henry L’Official, Georges L’Official, Marie-Madeleine Terriot (born 1733 - the
sister of François’ mother), and her husband, Augustin Thomas. Marie-Madeleine had
married Augustin after the death of her first husband, Jean-François Blain.
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The Benoit and L’Official families were at St. Pierre from at least July 30 to August 04,
1791. It is possible that it was on this trip that Anne’s younger sister, Marie, met her future
husband, Jean-Charles Rene Camus, who was then a fisherman living at St. Pierre. Soon after
this he appears in Bay St. George records as having married Marie on September 23, 1792.
They were married by a lay minister.
The Benoit, Camus, and L’Official families next appear in records of the Roman
Catholic Church during a visit to Quebec City in September 1799. The records of Notre Dame
de Quebec Parish indicate that this group was from Bay St. George.
On September 16, 1799, François and Anne (L’Official) Benoit baptized their daughter,
Marie Madelaine Benoit (born June 03, 1795), and their son Georges Benoit (born August
07, 1798).
On the same day, September 16, 1799, in Notre Dame de Quebec parish, Jean-Charles
Rene and Marie (L’Official) Camus baptized their son, Jean Jacques Camus (born September
03, 1793), their daughter, Jeanne Camus (born January 13, 1796), and their daughter,
Elizabeth Camus (born May 03, 1798). Then, eight days later, on September 24, 1799, Jean
and Marie revalidated their marriage vows.
On the Quebec trip, the names of all the L’Officials were entered in the records for the
Camus marriage at Quebec City. This included Henri, Elizabeth/Isabelle, Georges, Anne,
and Marie. Henri’s name was followed by his mark (an X or cross), which signified that he
gave his consent to the nuptials. Elizabeth’s maiden name was recorded as Elizabeth
Shegone.
It is significant that the L’Official, Benoit, and Camus families chose to travel all the
way to Quebec City to seek out the services of a priest in 1799 when they might have found
one closer to home in the Maritimes. Henri and Elizabeth had lived in Quebec for a few years
after their marriage and two of their children, Anne and Marie, had been born there. It is
likely that the family had maintained ties with friends and relatives there. Godparents and
witnesses at the 1799 baptisms and marriage in Quebec, such as Raphael Monier and Marie
Bedouin, were likely friends or relatives of the family from Quebec.
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The names of Henri and Elizabeth/Isabelle would last appear in written records in 1799
during the family trip to Quebec. Henri was then 61 years. His name did not appear on
Commander Thomas White’s 1808 Census of Bay St. George. The census recorded adult
male participants in the local fishery and boat owners. Henri may have been deceased in 1808
or maybe he was still alive but had retired from the fishery due to his age or an illness. He
may also have been working full time then as a cooper. His son, Georges L’Official, and the
husbands of his two daughters did appear on the census.
Mi’kmaq and Innu groups had begun to settle together permanently at St. George’s
Harbour by the early 1780s. In 1804 they established their largest settlement on the west
coast at Seal Rocks. The number of Innu in the area was never as large as the Mi’kmaq group,
and over time the two groups merged through intermarriage.
In 1817, a French naval officer named François Leconte visited Bay St. George’s inner
Bay. In a written report he stated that an old and well-respected indigenous woman from the
village across from Sandy Point (Seal Rocks) was named Marguerite. Unlike most of the
village she spoke French fairly well, having lived several years in Quebec. She served as
interpreter for the visiting members of the French naval vessel.
A small number of Mi’kmaq from the Maritimes, such as Elizabeth Shegone/Chego and
Marguerite, are known to have lived in Eastern Quebec during the late 1700s, following the
deportation of many of the Maritime based Acadian allies of the Mi’kmaq by the British
during the late 1750s. The conflict between the British and French during the Seven Years
War (1756-63), resulted in the loss of Acadia and New France to the British, part way through
the conflict.
The traditional Mi’kmaq homeland and hunting grounds in the Maritimes soon began to
fill up with non-French settlers of European descent. Many of these were Protestant. The
Mi’kmaq, like the French, were Catholic. They had been on good terms with the French
colonists of Acadia and New France ever since the French began to settle there in the early
1600s.
Many Mi’kmaq moved away from mainland Nova Scotia as large numbers of
newcomers continued to arrive there. A large number went to Cape Breton. One such group
was led by Chief Jeannot/Johnny Peguidalouet who fought on the side of the French in the
early years of the Seven Years War. He was wounded at the siege of Louisbourg in 1758.
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Chief Peguidalouet died in about 1778. Soon after, in the early 1780s, his successor, Chief
Gougou, moved to Bay St. George from Cape Breton with a large number of his followers.
This group made much of their living from trapping and had often wintered in the interior of
Newfoundland. Mi’kmaq trappers from the Mainland had been trapping in Newfoundland
since at least the early 1600s. The population of European settlers was still small on the west
coast where Chief Gougou’s group settled, and extensive hunting and trapping territories
were available in the Newfoundland interior. The remaining Mi’kmaq on Cape Breton then
came under the leadership of Chief Thomma/Thomas.
Henri and Elizabeth’s daughter, Anne, would continue to live at the Main Gut where
she and François Benoit raised nine children. In 1821, Viscount François-Marie Cornette de
Venancourt, the Commander of the French naval station in Newfoundland, included
information about François Benoit in a written report. He noted that there were five French
families at Grand Barachois, and that a former French sailor named Benoit had been living
there for thirty years (since 1791). The Commander stated that Benoit had married an Indian
and had nine children. He also noted that Benoit was an excellent pilot (navigator) and was
familiar with the island’s south coast.
Cornette de Venancourt noted that in Bay St. George there were two tribes of Indians,
the Montagnais (Innu) and the Mi’kmaq. In 1830, Philippe Michelat, a physician employed
by the French Navy, visited Bay St. George. He also noted that the indigenous population of
the area consisted of Mi’kmaq and Montagnais (Innu). His report confirms that Anne
(L’Official) Benoit was a Mi’kmaw. Michelat stated that an old sailor from St. Malo
(François Benoit), at the Main Gut, had been unable to return to France many years ago
because of the revolution, and had married a Mi’kmaq.
When the French Revolution broke out in 1789, François was living on the French
island of St. Pierre. Later that year he moved to Bay St. George. Most of the French settlers
and fishermen at St. Pierre remained loyal to King Louis XVI and chose not to return to
France. Some moved on to the Canadian mainland. When news reached St. Pierre, in early
1793, that King Louis had been executed, many of the remaining French fisherman on St.
Pierre moved to the Magdalen Islands.
Jean-Charles and Marie Camus had lived in Bay St. George for several years before
moving their family to Cape Breton in about 1810. Although Father Brosnan stated that a
L’Official daughter had married in Cape Breton, Marie and her husband had actually lived
at the Main Gut for about 18 years after their marriage.
Georges, the youngest of Henri and Elizabeth’s children, is not mentioned in records
after Commander Thomas White’s 1808 Census. He may have remained at the Main Gut or
he may have moved to Cape Breton, shortly after, along with the Camus family. He was
listed on the 1808 Census as an adult employed in the salmon and cod fishery. On the list, a
line was drawn through the space reserved for entering the number of persons in his family,
suggesting that he was not married. The census did not indicate if he lived in his own
residence.
Georges and his parents (if either were still alive) may have been living with his sister
Marie’s family in 1808. There were nine persons (unnamed) indicated in Jean-Charles
Camus’ household on this census. This number is somewhat high in relation to the known
size of the Camus family at that time. The known members of this family in 1808 included:
Jean-Charles and Marie (L’Official) Camus, their son Jean, and their daughters Jeanne Anne,
Elizabeth, Françoise, and Anne.
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The Camus family left Bay St. George in about 1810. In 1813 Edward Chappell noted
that there were two families living at the Main Gut. One of these would have been the family
of François Benoit and the other would have been surviving members of the L’Official family
or a Mi’kmaq family from nearby Seal Rocks. During the summer months, there was often
one or two Seal Rocks families living near the mouth of the river at the Main Gut in order to
pursue the commercial salmon fishery.
Father Brosnan’s assertion that the L’Official’s had been living in Quebec prior to
coming to Newfoundland is also verified by a statement made by the L’Official’s grandson,
Jean Benoit (born 1803-04). Jean was also known as Jean-François Benoit, and as François
Benoit Jr. In June 1859, he was interviewed, along with a few other local fishermen, by
members of a joint British and French Fisheries Commission. As part of the interview, Jean
was asked what his age was, if his father was a Frenchman, and if he had a house in the area.
Jean responded:
I am 55 years old… My father was a Frenchman and my mother was from Quebec. I
have a house at the Main River, by the sea… My father built the house. I was at the end
of the Bay. There was no fish.”

In about 1831, Jean had married Judith LeJeune (born 1807-10), the daughter of Jacques
Sr. and Catherine (Jesseaume/Jesso) LeJeune. The LeJeunes family was of French and
Mi’kmaq descent from Little Bras d’Or, Cape Breton. They had arrived in Bay St. George in
1830.
Before moving their family to the Main Gut (now Stephenville Crossing) to live in the
home that had belonged to Jean’s parents (Francois and Anne Benoit), Jean and Judith had
lived at the end of the bay during part of the 1830s. There, the waters of two tributaries,
Southwest Brook and Bottom Brook, flow into the broad headwaters of St. George’s River.
This was once referred to as the ‘bottom or end of the bay,’ even though strictly speaking the
Bay does not extend inland beyond the mouth of St. George’s River.
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The Barachois Brook and Seal Rocks area, which is located at St. George’s Harbour, a
few kilometres from the mouth of St. George’s River, was once referred to as the ‘head of
the bay.’
Anne L’Official was born in Quebec in the early1770s. She arrived in Newfoundland
with her family in the early 1780s and married in 1790. Her last child was born in about
1816. Jean Benoit’s recorded statement to the Fisheries Commissioners provides additional
historical documentation, attesting to the fact that the L’Officials had lived in Quebec prior
to their arrival in Newfoundland, and also provides evidence that dates their arrival in
Newfoundland as being after the birth of their daughter, Anne.
Similar to the European settlers at nearby St. George’s Harbour, the L’Official’s
remained near the coast year-round, except for brief hunting trips inland. Other indigenous
families of the inner bay, who practiced a more traditional lifestyle, spent half the year
hunting and trapping in the interior.
It appears likely that the L’Official family, being of indigenous and French descent, had
built their home at the Main Gut in the Mi’kmaq style, which is often referred to as a wigwam.
François Benoit, a descendant of the early Acadian population, was born in the south
Atlantic French colony of Iles Malouines (the Falkland Islands) in early 1764. He left there
as a young child, grew up in France, and then moved to St. Pierre. In late 1789, he moved to
the Main Gut in Bay St. George and married Ann L’Official. The young couple resided near
her parents. Although he had lived in French-speaking communities in Isle Malouines,
France, and St. Pierre-Miquelon, François Benoit seems to have adapted to the Mi’kmaq
style of housing after marrying Anne L’Official.
A French explorer, archaeologist, and botanist named Auguste-Jean Marie Bachelot de
La Pylaie visited the Main Gut in 1817. He noted that in approaching the settlement he saw
two huts resembling sugar loaves near the shore, along with three or four houses built of
wood and of normal shape. Bachelot de La Pylaie noted that the huts were conical in shape
and covered in birchbark. He stated that they were the dwelling place of an indigenous family
ruled over by a chief named Benoit. He added that these people lived only in the conical huts
of birchbark and used the European-style wooden houses as storage facilities.
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In 1817, François Leconte, a visiting French naval officer, described the dwellings of
the indigenous village at St. George’s Harbour (Seal Rocks) across from Sandy Point.
Leconte said that their village was composed of cone-shaped huts made of fir trees, covered
with large bands of birchbark. Until the late 1800s some families at Seal Rocks continued to
reside in wigwams.
By the early 1820s, the small community at the Main Gut had begun to receive
additional settlers and the community grew steadily. Two early arrivals were Jean-Marie
Luca/Lucas and Jean Pilley. The two men were born in France and had defected from the
French migratory fishery based at Red Island. They were soon followed to the area by settlers
of French and Mi’kmaq descent from Cape Breton. The land first settled on by the L’Officials
is now part of the Town of Stephenville Crossing. Many descendants of Henry and Elizabeth
L’Official continue to reside there.
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